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Hosting For The Holidays
Happy New Month!! It is the season to be jolly, the holidays are here, it’s time for people to get
together, catch up on the year that was and usher in the new one. Hosting a get together? Here is
a few tips on how to host the perfect gathering without breaking a sweat. It is never too early to
start planning.

What kind of party?
First off, determine what kind of party you want to invite people to. Is it a sit down party or
something more casual like a cocktail party.
Think outside the seating box
First time hosts may find that they do not have adequate space to seat everyone. Borrow chairs,
rent them if you have to, bring out the carpets and rugs and let everyone feel free to sit wherever
they feel most comfortable.
Check if your guests have any special dietary requirements
In the rush to plan for Christmas, do not forget to check or ask if your guests have any special
dietary requirements. Some may not like nuts, or too many spices. It is important to accommodate
the needs of everyone.
Make sure your home is looking its festive best
Decorating your home from top to bottom need not cost a whole lot of money. Just a few creative
ideas is enough to get your home looking like Santa’s grotto. Also ensure your home is clean and
in tip-top shape.
Set your festive budget
Set your budget early and stick to it.
Christmas wouldn’t be Christmas without…
Holiday traditions are what make festivities special. Each family has its own special set of traditions
that completes the holiday for them. Compromise is the only way of maintain festive peace as
people decide which traditions to keep and which ones to do away with.
Do not Forget to Have Fun
Above all, get-togethers should be fun, let everyone have a really good time, and thus it shall be a
party to be remembered.
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